2. Action space A from which an agent picks an action a t ∈ A and applies it to a state to get s t+1 at each time step t. Action
Quantum annealing is a practical approach to execute the native instruction set of the adiabatic quantum computation model. The key of running adiabatic algorithms is to maintain a high success probability of evolving the system into the ground state of a problem-encoded Hamiltonian at the end of an annealing schedule. This is typically done by executing the adiabatic algorithm slowly to enforce adiabacity. However, properly optimized annealing schedule can accelerate the computational process. Inspired by the recent success of DeepMind's AlphaZero algorithm that can efficiently explore and find a good winning strategy from a large combinatorial search with a neural-network-assisted Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), we adopt MCTS and propose a neural-network-enabled version, termed QuantumZero (QZero), to automate the design of an optimal annealing schedule in a hybrid quantum-classical framework. The flexibility of having neural networks allows us to apply transfer-learning technique to boost QZero's performance. We find both MCTS and QZero to perform very well in finding excellent annealing schedules even when the annealing time is short in the 3-SAT examples we consider in this study. We also find MCTS and QZero to be more efficient than many other leading reinforcement leanring algorithms for the task of desining annealing schedules. In particular, if there is a need to solve a large set of similar problems using a quantum annealer, QZero is the method of choice when the neural networks are first pre-trained with examples solved in the past.
Quantum technology has been advancing at an incredible rate in past two decades. Notable achievements are the implementations of adiabatic quantum algorithms using quantum annealers. Highly non-trivial and industrially relevant applications, including various constraint optimization problems, such as integer factorization [1] , quantum simulations [2, 3] , and quantum machine learning [4] [5] [6] , have all been experimentally demonstrated. Despite these initial successes, much works remain to pave the way towards large-scale computations with quantum annealers. In particular, better connectivity among qubits, error and noise suppressions, engineering of non-stoquastic Hamiltonians [7] , optimzation of annealing schedule [8, 9] (including inhomogeneous driving [10] of individual qubits) are some of the pressing challenges that prevent existing quantum annealers from unlocking the full potential of adiabatic quantum computations (AQC) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In this work, we propose data-driven approaches to design annealing schedule with the versatile search algorithm, Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [18] [19] [20] [21] , and an enhanced version incorporating neural networks (NNs) to further improve performance. This enhanced version, named QZero, is inspired by the recent success of DeepMind's AlphaZero [22, 23] in mastering the game of Go. The proposed methods for quantum annealers share many similarities with the hybrid quantum-classical algorithms for quantum circuits in the NISQ era [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In fact, both approaches can be viewed more broadly as examples of computer-automated experiment designs. A classical subroutine iteratively revises its design of annealing schedule or gate parameters such that an annealer or a circuit may generate the desired quantum state, respectively. In most cases, this classical subroutine is an optimization algorithm, either a graident-based approach (as commonly adopted in the training of neural networks) or a * kimhsieh@tencent.com gradient-free optimizer including Bayesian optimization, genetic algorithm and evolution strategy. Recently, proposals using reinforcement learning (RL) [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] to automate the experimental designs have also emerged. Conceptually, RL [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] is a machine learning approach that learns to accomplish tasks by interacting with an environment as opposed to static data. This type of learning process makes RL to perform more robustly (in comparison to other ML methods) in a noisy and inherently stochastic environment. Many scientific and engineering fields have started picking up various RL algorithms to address difficult optimization problems after the milestones established by AlphaGo and AlphaZero. Yet, as of now, there is no attempt to adopt MCTS, which is another indispensable ingredient for the success of AlphaGo and Alp-haZero, to automate design of quantum experiments. In fact, the underlying searching mechanism of MCTS can be viewed as a Markovian Decision Process; therefore, MCTS can perform similar tasks like other RL algorithms [45] . In this work, we adopt MCTS and modify the standard AlphaZero algorithms to design optimal path schedules for quantum annealers.
Under the AQC paradigm, a computational problem is framed in such a way that the desired solution corresponds to the ground state of a problem-specific Hamtilonian H f inal . Quantum annealing is a heuristic approach to prepare the ground state of H f inal . Typically, the approach begins with initializing the quantum annealer in the ground state of a simple Hamiltonian H init (assuming this task can be accomplished efficiently). Next, one should slowly tune the Hamiltonian towards H f inal . If the dynamical process proceeds slowly enough to largely avoid Landau-Zener transitions to excited states, the adiabatic theorem should hold approximately. At the end of the annealing process, the quantum annealer should be found in the ground state of H f inal with high probability. In practice, however, the annealing duration cannot be arbitrarily long due to detrimental noises lurking in the background. These conflicting requirements on anneal-ing time constitute a real challenge to maintain the annealer in the instantaneous ground state of the time-dependent Hamiltonian with high probability. This difficulty of satisfying the adiabatic condition aggravates tremendously for larger-sized problems; and it becomes crucial to optimize the annealing schedule [8, 9] in order to improve performance.
We compare how the MCTS approach fares against other RL algorithms in designing annealing schedules. First, we summarize the advantages shared by MCTS and other RL methods. As gradient-free methods, both approaches mitigate the issues with trapping in local minima of the highdimensional energy landscape. Secondly, both methods can work with combinatorial problems involving discrete variables. However, we hypothesize that MCTS should be a very competitive alternative to standard RL techniques for automating quantum experiments (and quantum algorithmic designs) when it is expensive to generate high volume of training data. This hypothesis has been positively validated in our numerical study. The MCTS is an order of magnitude more efficient in finding optimal solution as manifested in the training efficiency of various algorithms in Fig.7 .
Another significant difference between our proposed methods and prior approaches is our treatment of transfer learning. In the case of AlphaZero, once the RL agent is properly trained to devise gaming strategy under the environment of GO, then it can play the same game over and over. However, in the context of AQC, every optimization problem is embodied in a different Hamiltonian which implies a different learning environment for an RL agent to learn how to prepare the corresponding ground state. While there are meta-learning strategies allowing an RL agent to adapt to different environment, it typically requires even more training time and data. In this work, we propose to simply pre-train the value and policy NNs of QZero architecture with a small set of sample problems (solved by MCTS search) such that one only needs to fine tune the NNs when the algorithm is applied to a new problem of the same type.
Finally, we note the proposed MCTS approaches for designing annealing schedule may be ported to the quantum circuit model [35] . By drawing the analogy between QAOA [26, 37, 46] and digitized quantum annealing, it is straightforward to build this connection, which is discussed in the appendix C. Looking more broadly, we also argue these methods can be generalized and applied to the automated designs of other quantum technology as highly competitive alternatives. Some possible examples includes quantum error corrections [47, 48] , quantum metrology [49] , quantum optics and quantum communications [50] .
I. RESULTS
We first introduce the essential background on AQC model, and elucidate how the design of annealing schedule can be addressed under the RL framework. We then disucss a constrained optimization problem, 3-SAT, used to benchmark algorithms. Subsequently, we describe several numerical experiments to illustrate the strengths of our proposed methods.
A. Quantum annealer as a learning environment
Quantum annealers are usually used to solve problems under the adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) framework, which relates the solutions of a problem to the ground states of a problem-encoding Hamiltonian H f inal . Preparing the ground state of an arbitrary Hamiltonian is not a simple task. A common approach is to prepare the ground state of an alternative Hamiltonian H init that we can achieve with high success probability in experiments. Next, we slowly modify a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(s), along a pre-defined annealing path, until it morphs into H f inal at the end. According to the adiabatic theorem, the time-evolved wave function will be highly overlapped with the instantaneous ground state of H(s). Hence, one retrieves the correct solution at the end of the annealing with high probability. More precisely, in each AQC calculation, we need to engineer a time-dependent Hamiltonian,
The process of tuning the Hamiltonian has to be implemented slowly in comparison to the time scale set by the minimal spectral gap of H(s) along the annealing path. Clearly, the time takes to complete an AQC calculation depends crucially on the spectral gap of H(s). In reality, it is often necessary to finish the calculation within a finite time duration T due to various reasons such as computational efficiency and noise corruptions. This time-limit constraint (on annealing) may violate the adiabatic evolution strictly required by AQC. Nevertheless, one can still run a quantum annealer with some schedule s(t), hoping to reach the ground state of H f inal . We note this task of optimizing the schedule s(t) may be viewed as an optimal control problem aiming to minimize the energy as the cost function, argmin
where ∂ ∂t ψ(t)⟩ = −iH(s(t)) ψ(t)⟩, and ψ(0)⟩ is the ground state of H init . We remark that the adiabaticity along the annealing path is not encoded as an ingredient of the cost function, which only depends on the expected energy of the final state, ψ(T )⟩. By solving the optimal control problem above, it is likely that an algorithm may output a schedule that propagates the wave function ψ(t)⟩ that significantly deviates from the instantaneous ground state for some portions of this annealing process. Hence, not only quantum tunnelings but also diabatic transitions participate in the dynamical evolution. In the past, it is desirable to approximately follow the adiabatic trajectories, guaranteed by sounded theory, to prepare the desired ground state of H f inal . Yet, it has been recently realized that arbitrary long annealing time does not faithfully translate into high success probability for certain problems. In fact, quantum annealers executing the annealing with smaller T may invoke diabatic transitions and yield better performances. This conclusion has been observed in D-Wave experiments. With the hybrid quantum-classical framework layout here, it will be even easier to explore different viable strategies, adiabatic or not, for a given problem and a given time duration T . To the end of determining s(t), we consider to decompose s(t) in the frequency domain via Fourier series expansion around the linear schedule s(t) = t T :
with M the total number of Fourier components included in the series expansions. The optimal control problem is now reduced to assigning values to the sequence x = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ....x M }. In this work, we use MCTS and QZero (an enhanced MCTS boosted with value and policy NNs) to explore the combinatorial search space of all possible values for x and decide the optimal sequence. The search algorithm is primarily executed on a classical computer; however, the evaluation of a particular annealing schedule x to give us the desired ground state is supposedly performed by a quantum annealer. Figure 1 gives an overview of the hybrid quantumclassical programming of a quantum annealer for automated path design proposed in this work. Further details on how we modify standard MCTS and AlphaZero may be found in the Method section.
B. 3-SAT problem
In this work we use the 3-SAT problem to benchmark algorithms. It is a paradigmatic example of a non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problem [51] . A 3-SAT problem is defined by a logical statements involving n boolean variables b i . The logical statement consists of m clauses C i in conjunction:
Each clause is a disjunction of 3 literals, where a literal is a variable b i or its negation ¬b i . For instance, a clause may read (b j ∨ ¬b k ∨ b l ). The task is to first decide whether a given 3-SAT problem is satisfiable; if so, then assign appropriate binary values to satisfy the logical statement.
We can map a 3-SAT problem to a Hamiltonian acting on a set of qubits. In this mapping, each binary variable b i is represented by a qubit state. Thus, an n-variable 3-SAR problem is mapped into a Hilbert space of dimension N = 2 n . Furthermore, each clause of the logical statement is translated to a projector acting on this n-qubit system. Hence, a logical statement with m clauses may be translated to the following Hamiltonian,
This Hamiltonian is diagonal in the computational basis, and the spectrum has a unit gap between eigenvalues. Each of the m configurations appearing in H f inal specify the violation of a clause in the logical statement. Hence, a solution only exists if the lowest eigenvalue of H f inal is zero. One approach to drive the n-qubit system to the ground state of H f inal is to use a quantum annealer under the AQC framework. Next, we provide other details essential to reproduce the numerical results in this work. Following standard convention, we choose H init for the quantum annealing algorithm to be a sum of one-qubit Hamiltonians H i acting on i-th qubit:
The ground state of H init has zero energy, i.e. E 0 = 0, and is a uniform superposition of all computational states which can be easily prepared in a quantum annealer.
Since the computational complexity is defined in terms of the worst-case performance, hard instances of 3-SAT have been intensely studied in the past. Following Ref. [52] , we focus on a particular set of 3-SAT instances, each is characterized with a unique solution and a ratio of m n = 3 in this work. We note that this ratio of 3 is different from the phasetransition point m n ≈ 4.2 [53, 54] that has been explored heavily when attempting to characterize the degrees of satisfiability of 3-SAT problems. The subtle distinction is that the phase-transition point characterizes the notion of "hardness" (with respect to the m n ratio) by averaging over 3-SAT instances having variable number of solutions. However, when the focus is to identify the most difficult 3-SAT instances having unique solution, it has been "empirically" found that these instances tend to have a m n ratio lower than the phasetransition point.
C. MCTS-designed quantum evolution path
Next, we illustrate automated design of annealing schedule with 3-SAT examples. Following Eqs:2-3, the goal is to pick a sequence of {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ....x M } to minimize the energy with respect to H f inal at the end of the annealing. As specified in Eq: 3, each x i corresponds to the amplitude of a frequency component when s(t) is decomposed into a Fourier sine series in the [0, T ] domain. Since MCTS is a combinatorial search algorithm, we consider x i to assume only dis-
where l i and ∆ i are some user-defined boundary value and discretization step, respectively. There is a total of ∏ 3 , ⋯x M } for the MCTS algorithms to explore. For simplicity, we set l i = l and ∆ i = ∆ in this study. In particular, we should compare path designed proposed by our MCTS algorithm with the stochastic descend (SD) [33] , a greedy method targeting local minima in the energy landscape. The modified MCTS algoirthm is presented in the Method section, while details of SD algorithm are given in Appendix A.
When the overall annealing time T is sufficiently large with respect to the timescale set by the minimal spectral gap along a given annealing path, almost any schedule (including the linear one, i.e. setting x i = 0 in Eq:3) leads to satisfactory solution with the annealer-prepared dynamical state Ψ(T )⟩ having a high overlap with Ψ gs ⟩, the ground state of H f inal . When the annealing time T is not sufficiently long, linear schedule starts to fail since Landau-Zener transitions can easily occur when the system pass through the minimalgap regime. However, resorting to methods such as MCTS or SD, it is still possible to recover non-linear schedules that significantly suppress the diabatic transitions when the tuning of the time-dependent Hamiltonian operates at a reduced rate around the critical point of minimal gap. However, when T is further reduced below the threshold of quantum speed limit (QST) [33] , the quantum annealer is no longer controllable, i.e. no way to attain perfect fidelity at the end of an annealing process. Since we deal with 3-SAT instances having a unique solution in this study, designing optimal annealing schedule is exactly the same as the optimal control for the state-to-state transition. As discussed in Ref. 33 , the infidelity for state preparation (as a function of control parameters x i ) transforms to a correlated phase with many non-degenerate local minima scatter around a rugged landscape. Clearly, finding global optimum (not perfect fidelity) becomes extremely difficult in this regime, T < T QST . We benchmark algorithms in this difficult regime, because we only simulate a limited number of qubits N ≤ 13 in this study. While the proposed annealing schedules are no longer associated with adiabatic evolutions, the benchmarks in this section still meaningfully manifests the capability of each algorithm in solving challenging problems of non-convex optimization. Before we present results, we spell out the benchmark procedures that we view as a fair comparison between MCTS and SD. When solving a 3-SAT instance, MCTS has to perform many rounds of 'simulations' as it explores the control space of x i and learns to estimate the likelihood a particular annealing schedule could be an optimal one. Each instance of this explorative simulation requires feedback from a quantum annealer experimented with a particular annealing path. On the other hand, every SD local search (initialized with x i ) quickly gets stuck in a local minimum in this difficult regime. We argue it is not fair to compare one run of MCTS search with one run of SD search, as the SD tends to query the quantum annealer significantly fewer times than MCTS in one run. Rather, we will repeat SD many times (initialized with different x i ) such that the total number of access to a quantum annealer is comparable to the number of episodes in one MCTS search.
In Fig.2 , we present the success probability of solving several 3-SAT instances of the same structure, n = 11 and m = 33, under different annealing duration T . In this study, we fix the number of Fourier components M = 5, bound strength of each Fourier component by l = 0.2, and set the discretization interval ∆ = 0.01. The blue points represent fi-delity (or the success probability) of simple linear schedules at each time. The green points represent the average fidelity of 40 SD search with random initial conditions. The green lines give the error bars associated with SD searches. The red points represent the average fidelity of 80 episodes of a single MCTS search. A single run of SD requires roughly 100 queries to the quantum annealers for energy feedback. On the other hand, an episode of MCTS requires roughly 50 such queries. Thus, to make a fair comparison in terms of queries to quantum annealers, we consider twice as many MCTS episodes as SD runs, i.e. (40 * 100 = 80 * 50). According to Fig.2 , those large error bars of SD indicates a complex optimization landscape comprising multiple local minima, where SD is easily stuck. On the other hand, using roughly the same number of queries to a quantum annealer, the solutions found by MCTS achieve higher successful probability than SD does.
In Fig.3 , we present the success probability of solving several 3-SAT instances with different structures, n = 7, m = 21; n = 9, m = 27; n = 11, m = 33; n = 13, m = 39, under relatively short annealing time: T = 25, T = 40, T = 200, T = 300. We plot successful probability of finding ground state of SD and MCTS by boxplot, which is a systematic way of displaying the data distribution based on five indicators: minimum, first quartile (Q1), median, third quartile (Q3), and maximum. Comparisons in Fig.3 are again based on having almost the same number of queries to the quantum annealers as explained in the previous paragraph. As shown in the comparisons, when the optimization landscape is rugged and features many local minima, local method such as SD has a high probability to get stuck, yet glocal method MCTS shows the resilience and have a better chance to escape from these traps. Especially, as the problem size gets larger the optimization landscape is very likely to become more rugged, the performance gap widens between MCTS and SD. For instance, see n = 11, n = 13 in Fig.3 .
D. Transfer of evolution path designed by MCTS
As convincingly shown in the previous section that MCTS gives higher quality solutions than those returned by a localsearch method such as SD. This conclusion holds even if SD is given multiple chances with different initial conditions to facilitate the exploration of the solution space. Nevertheless, a single run of MCTS still requires repeated episodes to balance the trade-off of exploration-exploitation. In the near terms, quantum resources are expensive. Hence it is desirable to seek alternatives that could minimize dependence on a quantum annealer. To this end, we look up to recent developments that combine MCTS with neural networks.
It is highly desirable if MCTS can learn from accumulated experiences of solving similar problems in the past. In deep learning, a similar goal is achieved for neural networks via transfer learning. For instance, neural networks, pre-trained on a large dataset with similar properties, can be efficiently adapted to handle tasks in low data volume. To take advantage of this flexibility of neural networks, we further modify MCTS by incorporating neural networks as done in Deep Mind's Alpha Zero. However, the off-shelf Alpha Zero is not suitable for our purpose. For instance, Alpha Zero only needs to learn to win the game of GO under one set of rules; but we need an algorithms that prepares ground state of multiple Hamiltonians (analogous to different rules for the game). Another issue is that Alpha Zero needs to find a winning strategy for a two-player game while there is no such competitions in our scenario. Several modifications are required and details may be found in the Method section. For clarify, we name the adapted method QuantumZero (QZero).
Here we investigate the effectiveness of transferring an annealing schedule learnt from a set of training instances to a bunch of test instances under three different scenarios. The idea is that we first use MCTS to solve some sample instances similar to the actual problems we are interested in. The "optimal" solutions returned by the MCTS is then used in three different ways to guide the search for annealing schedules for new instances. First scenario is we simply solve one sample instance and apply the annealing schedule, found by MCTS, to a bunch of test instances. Second scenario is to transfer an "average best designed" annealing schedule to test instances. Here, the average best designed annealing schedule is acquired by using MCTS to search for an "optimal" schedule that tries to boost success probability for multiple training instances simultaneously. Third scenario is we construct a training dataset out of "optimal" solutions for sample instances in order to train the policy and value neural networks for QZero. When feeding QZero with new test instances, the QZero still conducts a few rounds of MCTS to fine tune the neural networks before settling with "optimal" solutions. As explained in the Method section, the pre-train is a relatively simple computational task because it is formulated as a standard supervised learning. In Fig.4 , we present numerical study on the the transferabil-ity of "optimal" annealing schedules across 3-SAT instances with different annealing duration T = 40, 60, 80, 100. We consider a sample set of 45 training cases and a test set of 280 examples; all problem instances share the same number of variables n = 7 and same number of clauses m = 21. For the first scenario, in each annealing duration considered, we randomly select a MCTS-found schedule x for a particular training example and apply this schedule to all test cases . The results are plotted as pink-colored distributions in Fig.4 . For the second scenario, under different annealing durations, we take an average best designed schedule and apply it to all test samples. These results are green ones in Fig.4 . Finally, we consider QZero pre-trained with these 45 training cases. These results are yellow ones in Fig.4 . We caution that the reported results are given by the QZero after few rounds of fine tuning the neural networks. For comparisons, we also plot the results of applying a naively simple linear schedule to all test cases under different annealing durations, see grey-colored distributions in Fig.4 . Going from long T = 100 to short duration T = 20, it becomes progressively harder to achieve high success probability with the naive linear schedules. The pink results (a non-linear schedule adapted from a random instance) generally perform better than the linear schedule when T is short. This unexpectedly excellent transferability is nevertheless straightforward to explain, and analysis is provided at the end of this section. Next, an annealing schedule, that is applicable to a wider range of sample problems, manifests more robustness to any peculiarity associated with specific test cases. The green results again show better performance than pink ones. Finally, the QZero (yellow) results (which require some light tuning of the neural networks) gives the best results for all annealing durations. Next, we investigate transferability of annealing schedules (for a fixed annealing duration T = 70) across 3-SAT instances having different (n, m). In Fig.5 , the applicability of transferring knowledge gained from optimal schedules for 45 training samples with n = 7, m = 21 to 350 test samples with n = 7, m = 18, see: Fig.5 (a) ; between 45 training samples with n = 7, m = 21 and 350 test samples with n = 7, m = 23, see: Fig.5 (b) . Again, we consider three different strategies to use the knowledge obtained from the training set. The color codes in Fig.5 are identical to the ones in Fig.4 . It is quite obvious that the success probability using the optimal path transfer from a single training instance (pink) is higher than using a linear path (gray). In turn, the success probability of solving new test instances with the average best designed schedule transfer from multiple training instance (green) is higher than using the "optimal" path of a single instance (pink). If we pre-train the policy and value neural networks for QZero, the results are again the best among all considered scenarios. To address the concern (whether pre-train really accelerates the search) of having to fine tune the neural networks of QZero, we conduct a study on the efficiency of QZero algorithm in the next subsection.
Finally, we return to the transferability of annealing schedules across 3-SAT problems. In Fig.6(c) , the distribution of min-gaps (smallest energy gap between the first excited state and the ground state of instantaneous Hamiltonians along annealing paths) for 3-SAT instances using to produce Fig.4 and Fig.5 is presented. As seen, all these instances have their mingap around s = 0.6 with rather restricted energy range. This high similarity of min-gap structure along different annealing paths is responsible for the high transferability of annealing schedules across instances even without sophisticated treatments as shown by the pink results in Fig.4 and Fig.5 . The differences between ground energy and the expected energy of the time-evolved quantum state following SD or QZero annealing schedules are carefully investigated in Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b) , respectively. The energy difference ∆E reflects how strongly the adiabacity is violated along different paths. As shown, the pre-trained QZero is not only able to find optimal solutions but also to enforce adiabacity better than SD.
E. Learning efficiency of Qzero and other RL methods
Finally, we compare the learning efficiency of Qzero with other popular RL methods mentioned in the introduction. Similar to Qzero, these RL methods are capable of finding global optimum even for difficult problems like the ones discussed in the previous sections. However, training typical RL methods are notoriously resource consuming. Hence, we demonstrate that Qzero achieves the same level of performance (as other RL methods) using less computational resource. In particular, our assessment is based on the number of queries to a quantum annealer required by each method. In this benchmark, we compare three variants of MCTS algorithms and three RL models: QZero with pre-train ('QZeropre'), QZero without pre-train ('QZero-nopre'), MCTS, deep Q-networks (DQN) [42, 43] , Advantage-Actor-Critic (A2C) [39] and proximal policy optimization (PP0) [44] . See appendix for details of these three RL algorithms.
We Fig.7 . We look at how fast each algorithm finishes its training and returns an optimal solution. In this figure, a "query" specifically refers to operating a quantum annealer to execute an annealing schedule to provide feedback. To make fair comparisons, the queries 'hidden inside the simulation playouts' of MCTS (also relevant for QZero) are explicitly taken into account. As manifested in the figure, QZero (without pre-train) performs much more efficiently than all other RL methods ( DQN, PPO, A2C ) due to the fact that underlying MCTS conducts very efficient and effective searches. The subtle differences between MCTS and QZero is further analyzed in the right-column panels of Fig.7 . Without having to train neural networks, MCTS converges to an "optimal" solution as soon as the UCB scores stabilize. However, if Qzero is equipped with pre-train networks then it can converge faster than a pure MCTS. We expect this efficiency gap between pre-trained QZero and MCTS to be further widen as the problem size goes up.
II. DISCUSSION
We propose data-driven approaches to design annealing schedules for solving combinatorial problems in a quantum annealer. These approaches build on the venerable search algorithm Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) and a generalization, termed Quantum Zero (QZero), incorporating neural networks as inspired by DeepMind's AlphaZero. Since the trainings of neural networks may take significant amount of time and computational resources, we propose to pre-train them with a collections of sample problems using MCTS solver. These pre-trained neural networks learn to transfer annealing schedules between similar problem instances. This pre-training strategy generalizes the standard AlphaZero algorithm from interacting with one environment (corresponding to one problem instance) to efficiently adapt and interact with multiple environments.
In this study, we have demonstrated that MCTS tremendously outperform the stochastic descent, a local search algorithm, when addressing tough problems characterized by complex energy landscape. In addition, we also compare MCTS and QZero to a host of other RL algorithms recently receiving significant interests because of their potential to improve quantum annealing as well as QAOA algorithms (for the circuit models) for solving the combinatorial problems. As anticipated, we have found the MCTS and QZero outperform all other leading RL algorithms in our benchmark study. In particular, the pre-trained QZero turns out to be the most efficient among all RL algorithms including MCTS. Our works show that MCTS and Qzero to be highly competitive methods for automated design of quantum annealing schedules.
III. METHODS
Reinforcement Learning (RL) has been a very inspirational approach to automation of complex tasks in recent years. Not surprisingly, the quantum computing community has also investigated how to take advantage of this powerful artificial intelligence (AI) method to design quantum algorithms. In this section, we introduce the Monte Carlo Tree Search and an enhanced version equipped with neural networks, termed QZero.
A. Monte Carlo tree search MCTS aims at finding a vector of discrete variables x * that maximizes or minimizes a target property f (x) evaluated by a problem-specific learning environment. For designing an annealing schedule, x = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ...x M } corresponds to coefficients of Fourier series introduced in Eq. xxxx. Each MCTS performs the search on a M + 1-level tree structure. The zero-th level is just a root node, which denotes a starting point and carries no other significance. The nodes at the kth level correspond to the (2l k ∆ k + 1) value assignments of x k with k = 1, ⋯, M . Every solution x specifies a path along the tree structure from top to bottom. In Fig. 8 , we illustrate how a MCTS search is conducted on a (3 + 1)-level tree composed of 3 nodes in each level. Ignoring the zero-th level, the tree structure actually looks like a 3 by 3 square board shown in the right panel of Fig. 8 . The MCTS starts at the root and traverses the tree level by level. The algorithm has to select a node (blue-colored box in figure) before proceeding to the next level. As illustrated in the figure, the MCTS decides a path by sequentially inserting x 1 , x 2 and x 3 into an array specifying the path, {}, {x 1 }, {x 1 , x 2 }, {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } Each round of MCTS consists of four stages: selection, expansion, simulation and back propagation. In the selection stage, a path is traversed from the root down to a node x k at k-th level by choosing the nodes x i (with i ≤ k) having maximum Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) score at each level x i = max a u a , where a represent the candidate action nodes in the corresponding level. The UCB score indicates how promising it is to explore the subtree under the current node and is defined as,
where the visit count v a represents the number of visits to node a during the search process, v parent is the visit count of the parent node, the cumulative merit w a is defined as the sum of all direct merit for all descendant nodes including itself, and C is a constant to balance exploration and exploitation.This traversal terminates at k-th level when all its children nodes have not been visited before. At this point, the search enters the expansion stage. N exp numbers of new children nodes are added under the current node x k with following initializations: v a = w a = f a = 0, u a = ∞ relevant for the UCB score. Once new children nodes are created, the search transits to the simulation stage. N sim times of random playout are performed for each of the added children node. A playout is a random selection of additional nodes to form a complete path from top to bottom, the M -th level. Once such a path has been randomly picked, f (x) = ⟨ψ x (T ) H f inal ψ x (T )⟩ is evaluated and recorded as an immediate merit of the path. In the final stage of back propagation, the visit count of each ancestor nodes of x i is incremented by one and the cumulative value is also updated to keep consistency. We repeatedly run this 4-stage search for a fixed number of times. At the end, the best solution would be returned as the final result. The random playouts of MCTS allow us to efficiently explore a large set of candidate solutions, and get promising directions to focus the search for optimal solutions. For experiments reported in the main text, we set the constant to balance exploration and exploitation C = 2, the number of nodes added at each expansion N exp = 10, the simulation times at a node N sim = 5.
B. QuantumZero
While MCTS is an extremely powerful approach to search a large combinatorial space, it is nevertheless a time-consuming procedure; especially, when the space grows exponentially with the number of Fourier components. If one is expected to solve a large set of similar problems, it will be highly desirable that one can utilize experiences in solving similar problems to accelerate the search. One way to achieve this goal is to combine MCTS with neural networks and resort to a host of transfer-learning techniques. In particular, we look up to the design of AlphaZero to introduce both policy and value networks to enhance search efficiency of MCTS. Furthermore, these neural networks can be straightforwardly pre-trained by learning from past experiences of solving similar problems. Below, we discuss adaptations of the standard AlphaZero to work in the context of quantum annealing, and term it QZero. The following three points highlight the main differences between DeepMind's AlphaZero and QZero.
(1) QZero is a single-player game without competition. The win (or loss) of a QZero game is determined by the satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) of this inequality, E − Eg < where E = ⟨ψ x (T ) H f inal ψ x (T )⟩ and Eg is the ground-state energy of H f inal .
(2) AlphaZero only deals with a single chessboard as the learning environment. In order to facilitate transfer learning between different environments across problem instances, neural networks of QZero require input information regarding a specific Hamiltonian H inf o . Take a 3-SAT instance with n variables and m clauses as example, H inf o is a m × n matrix encoding all clauses information. Variables b i is encode as 1, its negation ¬b i is encode as -1. For s−th clause (3) The neural networks can be efficiently pretrained with datasets processed by MCTS. The pre-train dataset has the structure, + 1) . Again, we assume that l j = l and ∆ j = ∆ for simplicity. Instead of directly specifying the coefficient x i m , we may just indicate which of the 2l ∆ + 1 choices x i m takes. For instance, we create a new vectorp i j out of (0, x i j , 0, 0..) as follows,
The i-the sample data ⃗ p i = [p i 1 , ⋯,p i M ] T is vector assembled from concatenation of allp i j . The other output label ⃗ v i = {1, 1, ...1} carries only one value as shown. This is because we only consider the "winning" strategy for each sample instance in the pre-train dataset. The value and policy neural network are than trained as a supervised-learning task,
where θ is the weights of the neural networks G. These pretrained neural networks can be easily into MCTS as discussed below.
Even though QZero is pre-trained, the neural networks still require fine tuning when applied to a new problem instance. The training process proceeds in two stages. First, MCTS equipped with pre-trained neural networks goes through modified search procedure (same as AlphaZero) multiple times, pick new annealing schedule x i each time, and obtain corresponding evaluation v i by the learning environment. In the second stage, this set of collected data {x i , v i } is used to further train neural networks by following the AlphaZero algorithm. The detail is provided towards the end of next paragraph.
The 4-stage MCTS is modified to make use of the action distribution and state value estimated from neural networks as a guidance for selecting path traversal. The streamlined QZero comprises a three-steps procedure: selection, expansion with evaluation, and back propagation. The selection step relies on a score function to decide a path traversal along the tree structure. The modified score function reads,
where a and a ′ represent the candidate nodes (that could be appended to extend the current path ⃗ s) at this selection step, the visit count N represents the visit times in the search process, ∑ N is the visit count of the parent node, the cumulative merit W is defined as the sum of all cumulative merits for its descendant nodes including itself. The direct merit here is the value v estimated by the value neural network for a partial game or otherwise ±1 for a win or loss for a finished game. ⃗ p is the policy value given by the policy neural network. C is a constant to balance exploration and exploitation. Repeating the selection step until arriving at a leaf node, the algorithm then expands the tree to the next level. Each leaf node at the new level is evaluated by direct merit v defined earlier, and this merit v is back propagated to update the cumulative merits W for all its parent nodes along the search tree. After N playout times of simulation, QZero makes an actual move based on a new policy distribution π, which is formed by frequency counting of actions during simulations. An episode is finished when QZero makes a sequence of actual moves to fully specify an annealing schedule, i.e. reaching the bottom of the search tree. The feedbacks (whether the time-evolved state is the ground state at the end, a win-or-loss situation) by the quantum annealer essentially produce updated values z for all explored partial or full annealing schedules in this episode. After playing through a fixed number of episodes, the collected data is then subsequently used to re-train the neural networks by minimizing the following loss function.
where λ corresponding to the regularization strength of neural network weights. After calibrating the neural networks with updated data, we carry out another round of MCTS guided by the new policy and values. By repeating this process of MCTS and calibrating neural network, a steady state could be reached, where the MCTS captures an optimal search strategy and training of neural networks converges with the loss of eq:10 tending to zero. Finally, we report hyper-parameters for the QZero used in the last subsection under Result. We initialize the constant to balance exploration and exploitation at C = 3 and gradually decrease it to C = 0.5, the number of simulations before each move is N playout = 6, policy neural network has three dense layers of dimension {256, 128, 2l ∆ * M }, and value network has four dense layers of dimension {256, 128, 64, 1}, learning rates for neural network start at lr = 0.008 and gradually decay to lr = 0.0008, and the energy error = 0.01. space here is {−l, −l + ∆, l − ∆, l}, where ±l are the upper and lower bound set for the amplitudes of each frequency component with ∆ as the discretized interval.
3.
A scalar reward of 1 for the annealed energy satisfying E(T ) − E target ≪ with a given parameter, and -1 otherwise. E(T ) is the environment's feedback, taken as the expectation value of ⟨ψ
Deep Q-Network (DQN) DQN [42, 43] algorithm combines RL with a deep neural network to learn a complex state-action relation in order to accomplish complex tasks. DQN was the first RL algorithm to demonstrate superhuman performance in an Atari game. DQN overcomes unstable learning for nonlinear function approximators such as neural networks by using two techniques: experience replay and target network. Experience replay stores past experiences including state transitions, rewards and actions. These experiences are organized in mini-batches when training neural networks. The mini-batches reduce correlations between experiences used in updating deep neural networks. Target-network technique fixes parameters of a target function and replaces them with the latest network at regular intervals. The DQN network takes states {s t } as an input, and outputs a Q-value for each action, the target Q-value:
The goal for a DQN agent is to maximize expectation of its perceived reward by learning from past examples and formulate an optimal policy. We use the OpenAI Baselines [55, 56] to train DQN agents to design the annealing path following a Markov Decision Process. In the subsection E of Result (in the main text), we choose discount factor γ = 0.99, neural network of two dense layers {64, 64}, learning rate lr = 0.001, final value of random action probability 0.01 for the DQN model. Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) Actor-Critics [39] aim to take advantage of all the good stuff from both value-based RL and policy-based RL by efficently learns an approximation for both action policy and value functions. A2C framework contains two networks. One of them (actor network) is to produce the best action for a given state. The second network (critic network) learns the advantage value of taking an action as shown in Eq:12:
The goal of an A2C agent is also to maximize the expectation of its perceived reward by learning from known examples. We use the OpenAI Baselines [55, 56] to train A2C agents to design annealing paths. In the subsection E of Result (in the main text), we choose discount factor γ = 0.99, neural network of two dense layer {64, 64}, and a learning rate lr = 0.001. Proximal policy optimization (PPO) For policy-based RL, when using gradient descent to optimize a policy objective function, the policy is usually hard to be properly updated leading to gradients vanishing or exploding. PPO [44] tries to compute an update that ensuring the deviation from the previous policy is relatively mild. It makes updated policy lying within a trust region and avoids additional overhead to the optimization problem by incorporating a constraint inside the objective function as a penalty. In the PPO framework, the inaccuracy brought by occasional violations of the constraints is generally mild, and the computation is much simpler. We use the OpenAI Baselines [55, 56] to train PPO agents to design the annealing paths. In the subsection E of Result (in the main text), we choose discount factor γ = 0.99, neural network of two dense layer {64, 64}.
C. Performing MCTS in the Quantum Circuit Model
In the main text, we discuss a quantum annealer operating as an analogue device. When a quantum annealing process following a given schedule s(t), it can be understood as follows. The system is initialized in the ground state of a simple Hamiltonian, and let it evolve for a total annealing time T under the action of H(s(t)) = (1 − s(t))H init + s(t)H f inal . The corresponding evolution operator:
where T exp denotes the time-ordered exponential. Quantum annealing with a smooth schedule can be easily discretized into a digital version. s(t) can be approximated with K values s 1 , . . . , s K corresponding to evolution times ∆t 1 , . . . , ∆t K , with s j ∈ (0, 1] and ∑ 
with γ j = s j ∆tj ̵ h , β j = (1 − s j ) ∆tj ̵ h leads to an approximated evolution operator of the form, U (T, 0) ≈ U digit (γ, β) = U (γ K , β K ) ⋯U (γ 1 , β 1 )
with U (γ j , β j ) ≡ U j = e −iβj Hinit e −iγj H f inal . The parameters satisfy ∑ K j=1 (γ j + β j ) = T ̵ h . Hence, one can easily use MCTS to design annealing schedule then perform corresponding unitary transformation to a quantum circuit.
Next, we note the proposed MCTS method can be adapted to the popular Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) method [26, 46, 57] . QAOA is a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm that combines stae prepation in quantum circuits with classical optimization of the circuit parameters to solve the kind of combinatorial optimizations considered in this work. A QAOA circuit (with depth P) alternates the application of H init and H f inal to prepare a variational quantum state for P times, ψ P (γ, β)⟩ = U (γ P , β P ) ⋯U (γ 1 , β 1 ) ψ 0 ⟩ ,
where ψ 0 ⟩ is a chosen initialization. Obviously, the QAOA circuit is analogous to a digitized quantum annealing. When depth P is sufficiently deep, the parameter γ, β of QAOA circuit can be directly taken from a correspondingly digitized quantum annealing process, as shown in Eq:15; otherwise, these parameters should be obtained by optimizing the cost function E P (γ, β) = ⟨ψ P (γ, β) H f inal ψ P (γ, β)⟩ with respect to the parameters. By drawing the analogy between QAOA (with sufficiently long P-depth) and digitized quantum annealing, the proposed MCTS approaches may be easily applied to suggest QAOA parameters for initialization. When P -depth is shallow, one may even directly discretize the search space for (γ, β) and perform MCTS on it.
